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The Second World War and its aftermath ushered in a period of enormous changes for American Jews. The destruction of European Jewry shattered the familiar contours of the Jewish world and transformed American Jews into the largest, wealthiest, most stable and secure Jewish community in the diaspora. American Jews' extensive participation in the war effort at home and abroad lifted them out of their urban neighborhoods into the mainstream of American life.1 In the postwar decades, internal migration carried Jews to new and distant parts of the United States. Occurring within the radically new parameters of the postwar world—the extermination of European Jewry, the establishment of the state of Israel and the United States' achievement of unrivaled prominence on the world political scene—Jewish migration nonetheless represented a response to domestic pressures. These migrations gradually changed American Jews, influencing the character of their culture, the structure of their organizations, their pattern of kinship relations, the style and substance of their politics.

This essay offers a historical perspective on the migration process that created new American Jewish communities. It indicates some of the dimensions of internal Jewish migration, its sources, motivations and consequences. By focusing on the extraordinary growth of two Jewish urban populations, the essay suggests some categories for analyzing the communal dynamic of postwar American Jewry. It also explores a number of parallels between immigration and the establishment of indigenous American Jewish communities. Given the historic dependence of the United States upon immigration for its social formation and the critical role of immigration in the growth of the American Jewish community, study of internal migration provides a useful framework to assess certain postwar changes.2 Specifically, it encourages an emphasis upon the creation rather than the transformation of communities.3 Observing the postwar migrations, Oscar Handlin, the eminent historian of immigration, noted that immigrants differed only in degree from native-born Americans who migrated within the United States. Where the newcomer came from was less important than that the migrant had turned his back upon home and family, abandoned the way he had earned a living, and deserted his community.4
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Handlin's trenchant reflections not only encourage seeing them as a continuum, but making them so.

The mobilization of the war years drew millions of Americans from their childhood homes and sent them on a journey across the South and West. Most of the Jewish soldiers did not stay far from their home towns during the war.5 Now, en route to the Pacific war theater, the majority of them passed through Los Angeles and saw the life that they had abandoned.6 Others found themselves stationed in one of the cities of the war. When their wives came down to visit them, they discovered a life that they found easy to fit in.7 Smaller numbers went to bases near home.8 Even a small city such as Tucson, Arizona, offered exciting opportunities. Such cities as Los Angeles had become a common place for the married soldiers stationed there.9 The mobilization of the war years drew three million American Jews to the cities of Los Angeles and Miami.10 The diesel-electric trains pulled into the Los Angeles Union Station with the men in the war uniforms and the ladies in the bell-bottomed pants. Other soldiers found themselves stationed in Washington.11

The postwar migrations. The mobilization of the war years drew millions of Americans from their childhood homes and sent them on a journey across the South and West. Most of the Jewish soldiers did not stay far from their home towns during the war.12 Now, en route to the Pacific war theater, the majority of them passed through Los Angeles and saw the life that they had abandoned.13 Others found themselves stationed in one of the cities of the war. When their wives came down to visit them, they discovered a life that they found easy to fit in.14 Smaller numbers went to bases near home.15 Even a small city such as Tucson, Arizona, offered exciting opportunities. Such cities as Los Angeles had become a common place for the married soldiers stationed there.16 The mobilization of the war years drew three million American Jews to the cities of Los Angeles and Miami.17 The diesel-electric trains pulled into the Los Angeles Union Station with the men in the war uniforms and the ladies in the bell-bottomed pants. Other soldiers found themselves stationed in Washington.18

War sustained the economic growth of the United States; millions of other Americans to federal incentives; the mobilization of the war years lead the government to funnel enormous amounts of federal funds to the southern and western states—California, Texas and Arizona—where the needs were greatest.9 From airplane construction in Los Angeles and Miami to medical and communications postindustrial infrastructures were established; even a small city such as Tucson, Arizona, was transformed. War sustained the economic growth of the United States; millions of other Americans to federal incentives; the mobilization of the war years lead the government to funnel enormous amounts of federal funds to the southern and western states—California, Texas and Arizona—where the needs were greatest.9 From airplane construction in Los Angeles and Miami to medical and communications postindustrial infrastructures were established; even a small city such as Tucson, Arizona, was transformed.
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jesch in a period of enormous changes European Jewry shattered the familiar contours of American Jewry into the largest, and most prosperous, community in the diaspora. American Jews at home and abroad lifted them out of the hollow of American life. In the postwar era, new and distant parts of the United States became new parameters of the postwar world—the establishment of the state of Israel and the prominence on the world political scene—were a response to domestic pressures. These developments, influencing the character of their lifestyles, their pattern of kinship relations, the national and international context on the migration process that created new dimensions of internal migration and consequences. By focusing on the Jewish populations, the essay suggests some aspects of postwar American Jewry. It also illuminates the social formation and the critical role of Jewish community, study of internal migration and the assessment of postwar changes. Specifically, the transformation rather than the transformation of Jewish communities, Oscar Handlin, the eminent historian, suggested that new immigrants differed only in degree from native-born Americans. Where the newcomer came from, his or her situation turned his or her back upon home and family and he or she lived a living, and deserted his or her community.

Handlin's trenchant reflections not only linked immigration with internal migration, seeing them as a continuum, but made the problem of community central to both.

The mobilization of the war years drew young Jewish men out of the insular urban neighborhoods of their childhood and sent them to distant bases scattered throughout the South and West. Most of the Jewish servicemen, like their gentile peers, had not strayed far from their home towns during the difficult years of the Great Depression. Now, en route to the Pacific war theater, they discovered the West. Thousands of them passed through Los Angeles and were amazed by the apparently prosperous and easy way of life that they saw. Others who joined the Army Air Corps often found themselves stationed in one of the Miami Beach hotels requisitioned for the war. When their wives came down to visit, they, too, went to the beauty of the resort city. Smaller numbers went to bases near such Texas towns as Houston and Dallas. Even a small city such as Tucson, Arizona, attracted Jews who discovered it because of its base for training bombadiers and pilots. Often the opportunities these cities offered excited them. "You betcha, I loved it!" Leon Rabin recalled. "I wrote to my friends in Philadelphia and said there's no way for me to tell you what's going on down here and anything I'd tell you wouldn't make you come down here. But now that I'm here there's no way that I'll ever come back." Rabin was true to his word. He married a native Dallas Jew and spent the rest of his life building a Jewish community that reflected some of the values he had learned growing up in Philadelphia. He also understood how limited was the vision of most East Coast Jews and how reluctant they were to venture beyond the suburbs of their cities until propelled by the war. Once word spread of the opportunities available, however, especially in a large city such as Los Angeles, which had a substantial Jewish population even in 1940, the numbers of Jews who migrated quickly reached substantial proportions.

Jewish migration to these southern and western cities—ones that would subsequently be counted as part of an emerging Sunbelt—reflected a response shared by millions of other Americans to federal initiatives and policies. Not only did the war years lead the government to funnel enormous sums for economic development into southern and western states—California alone received 10 percent of all federal war monies—but these funds often went to provide the capitalization for defense-related industries. From airplane construction in Los Angeles to aluminum manufacturing in Miami to medical and communications research in Houston, entire industrial and postindustrial infrastructures were established. The subsequent eruption of the Cold War sustained the economic growth of these cities. The postwar socioeconomic changes produced regional convergence, with the outlying regions of the South and West growing more rapidly than the developed sections of the country. This rapid social change brought the South and West's economies, social patterns and cultural styles closer to national norms. Federal postwar policies, especially the GI bill, with its low-cost mortgage provisions and college loans, also encouraged a generation to seek its fortunes far from home and family. These portable benefits loosened the ties that bound individuals to networks of kin and friends. No longer needing to rely upon relatives and neighbors to find work, to finance an education or even to buy a house, Jews and other Americans were free to pursue their dreams of the good life.
life. For many Jews particularly, the attractions of the apparently affluent and relaxed style of living of the Sunbelt cities proved irresistible.12

The term Sunbelt is designed to link fundamentally different parts of the United States that share the characteristics of rapid social change and regional convergence. Nicholas Lemann, executive editor of Texas Monthly, argues persuasively that journalists invented the Sunbelt concept in order to speak about new political and economic trends. When the word first acquired popular usage in the mid-1970s, “millions of people were living in the Sunbelt without one of them realizing it,” wrote Lemann. “They thought of themselves as Southerners or Texans or Los Angelinos.”13 Of course, the particularisms Lemann mentions, the sense of identity derived from being rooted in a city, state or region, had salience largely for old-timers, not for migrants. They just as often thought of themselves as ex-New Yorkers or former Philadelphians. “I am a refugee from Chicago of several years standing,” announced Leonard Sperry, a wealthy migrant to Los Angeles.14 Sperry’s self-definition after close to a decade of living in the City of Angels suggests the extent to which a migrant’s identity derived from the home of his childhood. Similarly, the death notices of longtime Miami residents that announced burial in Detroit, or Chicago, or Rochester, appear symptomatic of the unwillingness of Jews to identify Miami as “home.”15 By linking a wide variety of locales, the notion of a Sunbelt helped to smooth away these differences in self-identification between the newcomers and the old-timers.

As the United States became a “nation of strangers,” in the words of a popular journalist’s account of one out of five Americans’ propensity to move every year,16 Jews developed an ethnic variation on the American theme of internal migration. Federal policies drew Jews out of their old homes, but ethnic networks guided them to new ones. Not only did Jews come disproportionately from large cities where they previously had concentrated, most also settled in only a handful of southern and western cities. Ninety-six percent of Jews lived in urban places in 1957, compared with 64 percent of the total U.S. population— and 87 percent of American Jews lived in cities of 250,000 or more inhabitants. In other words, Jews not only lived in cities, they lived in big cities. Although Jews constituted only 3.5 percent of the American population, they made up 8 percent of the nation’s urban residents. The high concentration in the New York City area, which held approximately 40 percent of American Jewry, contributed to the distinctive Jewish demographic profile.17 Aggregate data reveal the shift away from the Northeast and Midwest to the South and West, yet Jewish patterns of migration remained highly distinctive.18 Despite significant postwar migration, 75 percent of America’s Jews lived in only five states in 1960, as they had prior to the Second World War. When these data are disaggregated, the particularities of Jewish migration appear. Enticed by the vision of easy living under perpetually sunny skies, Jews favored certain Sunbelt cities over others. In these cities the rate of Jewish population growth often exceeded that of the general white population.19 Above all, Jews went to two coastal cities: Miami and Los Angeles.

The postwar Jewish migration put Los Angeles and Miami in the national spotlight. Both cities had grown during the war. In 1945, observers estimated that slightly more than 25,000 Jews had arrived in Los Angeles in a single year, and that overall the rate of Jewish immigration had doubled since the war. Both cities had grown during the war. In 1946, observers estimated that roughly 25,000 Jews had arrived in Los Angeles in a single year, and that overall the rate of Jewish immigration had doubled since the war. Both cities had grown during the war. In 1946, observers estimated that slightly more than 25,000 Jews had arrived in Los Angeles in a single year, and that overall the rate of Jewish immigration had doubled since the war. Both cities had grown during the war. In 1946, observers estimated that slightly more than 25,000 Jews had arrived in Los Angeles in a single year, and that overall the rate of Jewish immigration had doubled since the war. However, by the end of the decade, there were close to 100,000 Jews in the Los Angeles metropolitan area, a roughly 18 percent of the total population. A short time period that only 8 percent were native Angelenos and only 16 percent settled there before the Second World War.20 In the 1970s the large-scale Jewish migration to Los Angeles continued to increase. By 1980, the city’s Jewish population doubled to reach 200,000. Miami, the old city of enormous proportions,21 continued to grow, with new Jewish arrivals more than doubled the substantial pre-war influx. In 1946, observers estimated that slightly more than 25,000 Jews had arrived in Los Angeles in a single year, and that overall the rate of Jewish immigration had doubled since the war. However, by the end of the decade, there were close to 100,000 Jews in the Los Angeles metropolitan area, a roughly 18 percent of the total population. A short time period that only 8 percent were native Angelenos and only 16 percent settled there before the Second World War.20 In the 1970s the large-scale Jewish migration to Los Angeles continued to increase. By 1980, the city’s Jewish population doubled to reach 200,000. Miami, the old city of enormous proportions,21 continued to grow, with new Jewish arrivals more than doubled the substantial pre-war influx. In 1946, observers estimated that slightly more than 25,000 Jews had arrived in Los Angeles in a single year, and that overall the rate of Jewish immigration had doubled since the war. However, by the end of the decade, there were close to 100,000 Jews in the Los Angeles metropolitan area, a roughly 18 percent of the total population. A short time period that only 8 percent were native Angelenos and only 16 percent settled there before the Second World War.20

Those who chose to move to these cities, who made the more modest and popular choice for several reasons,” Bernard Goldstein ex-
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but all of them add up to economics. You can’t just explore army camps here. And they realized the frontier. And as soon as the war was over, they had families they went back to New York, bought a house and came right back.24
The postwar Jewish migration put Los Angeles and Miami on the Jewish map of the United States. Miami and Los Angeles received new settlers in record numbers after the war. Both cities had grown during the war, but neither anticipated the postwar influx. In 1946, observers estimated that each month 16,000 newcomers were arriving in Los Angeles. Of these, slightly more than 2,000 were Jews. The new arrivals more than doubled the substantial Jewish population estimated at 100,000 before the war. By 1950, there were almost 300,000 Jews in the City of Angels. Seventh largest in Jewish population in 1940, Los Angeles displaced Chicago a decade later to rank second behind New York City. The number of Jews in Los Angeles continued to grow throughout the 1950s at an impressive rate of just under 50 percent. The rate of growth of the Jewish population exceeded that of the general population, such that the percentage of Jews in Los Angeles rose steadily. By the end of the decade, there were close to 400,000 Jews living in the City of Angels, roughly 18 percent of the total population. So many newcomers had arrived within such a short time period that only 8 percent of adult Jews living in the city in 1950 were native Angelenos and only 16 percent could be considered old-timers who had settled there before the Second World War. Continued migration in the 1960s and 1970s increased the city’s Jewish population to more than half a million Jews, a Jewish city of enormous proportions.

Nowhere near Los Angeles initially in the size of its general or Jewish population, Miami grew at an even more rapid rate. Although the number of Jews doubled from 1940 to 1945, from a mere 8,000 to 16,000, the population increased more than threefold to 55,000 by 1950. This astonishing rate of increase far outstripped the 57 percent growth in the general Miami population. Five years later, the Jewish population doubled yet again to reach 100,000. Thus, within a decade after the war, Miami had zoomed from a small and insignificant concentration of 16,000 Jews to a major urban Jewish center of 100,000 Jews. Thereafter, the rate of growth slowed, but Jewish migration to Miami continued to outstrip general migration until the Jewish proportion of the population had increased to 15 percent. By 1970, Miami contained approximately the same number of Jews as Chicago’s greater metropolitan area, roughly 250,000. Miami now ranked among the top five American cities in terms of its Jewish population. Even more than Los Angeles, it was a city of newcomers. A mere 4 percent of the Jewish population had been born in the city; virtually everyone had come from somewhere else.

Those who chose to move to these cities charted a different path from the majority who made the more modest and popular move to the suburbs. “They came for several reasons,” Bernard Goldstein explained,

but all of them add up to economics. You had young people who were stationed in the army camps here. And they realized the opportunities—this was an open economic frontier. And as soon as the war was over, if they were single they just stayed here and if they had families they went back to New York or Chicago or wherever, packed their bags and came right back.
A move to the suburbs rarely involved the pursuit of economic opportunity, although it often reflected increased affluence and the pursuit of status. For Jews, moving to the suburbs meant choosing a residence within the city’s expanding boundaries. For some, however, the suburbs were a “dress rehearsal” for the big move. When you grow up in New York City—all the world is Jewish,” explained Nathan Perlmutter. “When all the world is Jewish, nobody is Jewish, really.” Perlmutter moved to Miami from New York City in 1956 to head the office of the Anti-Defamation League. “You’ve got to leave major metropolitan areas to fully understand what I mean about a sense of a Jewish community—of a ‘we’ and a ‘they’—in New York, it’s all ‘we.’” Miami and Los Angeles represented alternatives to suburbanization.

The growth of Jewish suburban areas stemmed from a different but related set of federal postwar policies that had promoted internal migration within the United States. The scarcity of adequate housing in the cities, the rapid building of modestly priced single-family houses, the extensive program of highway construction and the easy availability of mortgages all encouraged young families to seek homes on the expanding peripheries of the nation’s cities. Although energized by these policies, suburbanization represented a postwar continuation and extension of the movement started as early as the First World War. Jews who moved to the suburbs did not lose touch with the city, its institutions and culture. Many returned daily to work and more visited on occasion. Nor did suburbanization disrupt the family network; it simply extended the reach of the intergenerational family. Similarly, although suburban Jews organized Jewish life anew, they also imported Jewish institutions. Synagogues frequently followed their more wealthy congregants to the suburbs.

Such decisions provided suburban Jews with a significant measure of continuity and reaffirmed deference to established leaders. No changing of the guard took place, in contrast with internal migration, which shattered patterns of deference and disrupted structures of collective continuity.

Alongside the mass internal migration to Sunbelt cities of Jews seeking economic opportunity, one should also note a smaller but steady stream of migrants who moved specifically for occupational reasons. This pattern did not radically change the distribution of the Jewish population, although it did contribute a significant number of newcomers to many established Jewish communities. For example, in Toledo, Ohio, the expansion of the university and the centering of several large national retail chains in the city drew many aspiring Jewish academics and managers there. Toledo, however, experienced no overall growth in Jewish population because 45 to 60 percent of the young Jews raised there abandoned the city after college, seeking opportunity elsewhere. Similarly, Kansas City’s relatively static Jewish population since the 1950s disguised both a substantial in-migration of Jewish professionals and managers—approximately 37 percent of Jewish household heads in 1976—and a sizable out-migration of adult children of Kansas City Jewish household heads. In the 1970s, fully half of those sons and daughters who grew up in Kansas City no longer lived there. The data on Omaha, Nebraska, reveal a similar pattern.

Sidney Goldstein argues that migration of these young, ambitious Jewish professionals and managers indicates the strength of economic motives over the salience of kinship ties. It points to the predominance of the nuclear family among American Jews. It suggests that the eastern and midwestern cities no longer attracted Jewish newcomers not only through their promise of economic abundance but also through the visible Jewish presence in a major city. Toledo, however, experienced no overall growth in Jewish population because 45 to 60 percent of the young Jews raised there abandoned the city after college, seeking opportunity elsewhere. Similarly, Kansas City’s relatively static Jewish population since the 1950s disguised both a substantial in-migration of Jewish professionals and managers—approximately 37 percent of Jewish household heads in 1976—and a sizable out-migration of adult children of Kansas City Jewish household heads. In the 1970s, fully half of those sons and daughters who grew up in Kansas City no longer lived there. The data on Omaha, Nebraska, reveal a similar pattern.
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Given the urban choices, especially the rapid growth of such southwestern cities
as Houston and such southern cities as Atlanta, it is worthwhile asking why so many
more Jews migrated to Miami and Los Angeles.37 A different dynamic appears to be
at work in the rapid emergence of these two cities in comparison with other patterns
of migration, either to the suburbs or for occupational mobility. These two cities
attracted Jewish newcomers not only through their climate and leisure style of life
and their promise of economic abundance, but also through the substantial and
visible Jewish presence in a major city industry. Although it would be unfair to
compare the Los Angeles--based motion picture industry's enormous assets and
glamour with the much smaller Miami Beach tourist trade, Jewish hoteliers in the
latter city compensated in part by catering to Jews, advertising for their patronage
and encouraging them not only to visit but to settle in Miami.38 Such encourage-
ment required Jewish efforts to change southern mores—specifically, to eliminate
visible signs of antisemitic bias in Miami.

In 1945, as part of an effort by the Anti-Defamation League to remove discrimi-
atory signs on the beach, seventeen ex-servicemen "paid quiet calls on managers
of hotels and apartment houses displaying or advertising 'gentiles only' policies,"
according to the historian Gladys Rosen. "The tactics and its timing proved effec-
tive," she concluded, because more than half of the signs disappeared.39 Jewish
residents of Miami Beach, eager to attract Jewish visitors, then urged the local city
council to outlaw antisemitic advertising. Although the Florida courts invalidated
the council's 1947 law on the grounds that the municipality lacked jurisdiction, by
1949 the state legislature had enacted enabling legislation that granted the city
council the power to prohibit discriminatory advertising. The Miami Beach council
then forbade "any advertisement, notice or sign which is discriminatory against
persons of any religion, sect, creed, race or denomination in the enjoyment of
privileges and facilities of places of public accommodation, amusement or reso-
"40 Given the widespread acceptance of legal segregation in Florida—as in the
rest of the South—the modest action of the Miami Beach City Council reverberated
as a loud rejection of discrimination. By passing the law, the council hung out a
welcome sign for Jews, at least on Miami Beach. The law did not eliminate anti-
semitic discrimination and did not affect resorts outside of the council's jurisdiction,
but it made Miami Beach's public milieu more accommodating to Jews and set an
important precedent.41

Despite their comparable attractions for Jewish migrants, Miami and Los Angeles
appealed to slightly different Jews. Once they decided to move, Jewish migrants
often allowed ethnic networks to influence their choices. These networks channeled
postwar internal migration and sorted Jews.42 Miami drew a more geographically
representative sample, including a sizable number of southern Jews, than did Los
Angeles. In 1959, approximately 43 percent of Miami Jews came from New York
City, a proportion that slightly exceeded the percentage of American Jews living in New York after the war. By contrast, only 24 percent of the migrants to Los Angeles in 1950 had left New York City. Los Angeles attracted a disproportionate number of Jews from the cities of the Midwest, especially Chicago. An estimated 17 percent of the newcomers hailed from Chicago (45 percent of all midwestern migrants to Los Angeles came from Chicago), although its Jewish population constituted less than 10 percent of American Jewry. Far more Jewish northeasterners moved to Los Angeles, however, than was true among the general white migrant population, which consisted largely of people arriving from states west of the Mississippi.

If Los Angeles attracted Jews disproportionately from the cities of the Midwest, it drew a representative selection of migrants in terms of age. Most Jewish newcomers were young people seeking work, although some came to the city for health reasons or to retire. Miami initially appealed to a similar age spectrum, but by the mid-1950s an ever-growing percentage of elderly retirees had settled in the city. The mass migration of elderly Jews to Beach, which accelerated in the 1960s, received an impetus from the steady decay of the inner cities, accompanied by the rising rate of crime, the high cost of housing and the arrival of poor immigrants. The portability of federal social security benefits and union pensions encouraged mobility among retirees in the way that the GI bill had aided a migration course of a year, spending the rest of their time back "home." Many eventually were young men after the Second World War. By 1959, the median age of Jews in Los Angeles in 1950 had left New York City. Los Angeles attracted a disproportionate number of Jews from the cities of the Midwest, especially Chicago. An estimated 17 percent of the newcomers hailed from Chicago (45 percent of all midwestern migrants to Los Angeles came from Chicago), although its Jewish population constituted less than 10 percent of American Jewry. Far more Jewish northeasterners moved to Los Angeles, however, than was true among the general white migrant population, which consisted largely of people arriving from states west of the Mississippi.

If Los Angeles attracted Jews disproportionately from the cities of the Midwest, it drew a representative selection of migrants in terms of age. Most Jewish newcomers were young people seeking work, although some came to the city for health reasons or to retire. Miami initially appealed to a similar age spectrum, but by the mid-1950s an ever-growing percentage of elderly retirees had settled in the city. The mass migration of elderly Jews to Beach, which accelerated in the 1960s, received an impetus from the steady decay of the inner cities, accompanied by the rising rate of crime, the high cost of housing and the arrival of new, poor immigrants. The portability of federal social security benefits and union pensions encouraged mobility among retirees in the way that the GI bill had aided a migration course of a year, spending the rest of their time back "home." Many eventually were young men after the Second World War. By 1959, the median age of Jews in Miami had risen to 46 from 33 years, while in Los Angeles it had dropped from 37 to 33 years.

The large number of elderly Jews migrating to Miami contributed to a third difference between the two cities. Most Jews moving to Los Angeles settled down and confined any subsequent moves to different sections of the city. Jews migrating to Miami, however, included in their ranks a sizable contingent of "snowbirds." These restless settlers resided in the city anywhere from one to eight months in the course of a year, spending the rest of their time back "home." Many eventually stayed year-round in Miami. Often the difference between an eight-month "snowbird" and a new resident was more a state of mind than a reflection of behavior.

Jewish migrants to Los Angeles and Miami also adopted different residential strategies. The large contingent of New Yorkers in Miami replicated the familiar pattern of dispersed concentration. The newcomers settled initially in two sections: in the South Beach section of Miami Beach and in the Shenandoah and Westchester areas of the city of Miami. By 1955, these two districts held 75 percent of the Jewish population. As more migrants continued to arrive, they drifted northward to North Miami and North Miami Beach. These patterns of concentration reflected in part a response to the restrictive housing covenants in several of the incorporated cities of Dade County that were part of metropolitan Miami. Jewish entrepreneurs in real estate and the hotel and building industry also influenced Miami Jewish residential patterns. The number of apartment houses constructed soared during the 1950s and on into the 1960s. Miami boosters noted that a new house or apartment was completed in Miami "every seven minutes of the working day for an annual average of more than 16,000 units." The migrants' decision to concentrate in certain sections of the city pointed as well to their immigrant and second-generation ori-

Despite their differences in age, motivations and residential strategies, the migrants turned to rudimentary bonds of community. Like the immigrants, they relied upon shared memories of the old world of their past than an attempt to replicate their past in the new world. Miami "the southern borscht belt" and New York City. Their humor underscored the difference between an old home and a new neighborhoods. 49 The intensity of public unrest in the old immigrant cities faded under the Californian sun. Growing up in Beverly Hills, a resident said, "but it felt like it was," a resident reminded. "All of my Jewish friends ate on white bread, and we used to call him a non-Jewish boy in the group that I went to the world of their past than an attempt to replicate their past in the new world. Miami "the southern borscht belt" and New York City. Their humor underscored the difference between an old home and a new neighborhood. 49 The intensity of public unrest in the old immigrant cities faded under the Californian sun. Growing up in Beverly Hills, a resident said, "but it felt like it was," a resident reminded. "All of my Jewish friends ate non-Jewish boy in the group that I went to the world of their past than an attempt to replicate their past in the new world. Miami "the southern borscht belt" and New York City. Their humor underscored the difference between an old home and a new neighborhood. 49 The intensity of public unrest in the old immigrant cities faded under the Californian sun. Growing up in Beverly Hills, a resident said, "but it felt like it was," a resident reminded. "All of my Jewish friends ate non-Jewish boy in the group that I went to the world of their past than an attempt to replicate their past in the new world. Miami "the southern borscht belt" and New York City. Their humor underscored the difference between an old home and a new neighborhood. 49 The intensity of public unrest in the old immigrant cities faded under the Californian sun. Growing up in Beverly Hills, a resident said, "but it felt like it was," a resident reminded. "All of my Jewish friends ate
By the percentage of American Jews living in Miami Beach, which accelerated in the 1950s, especially Chicago. An estimated 17 percent of the migrants to Los Angeles attracted a disproportionate number of Jews, although its Jewish population consisted of a sizable contingent of “snowbirds.” Far more Jewish northerners were true among the general white migrant people arriving from states west of the Mississippi than a reflection of behavior. Miami Beach, which accelerated in the 1950s, decay of the inner cities, accompanied by the elderly retirees had settled in the city. Miami also adopted different residential strategies, the migrants turned to peer group organization to forge the rudimentary bonds of community. Like the immigrants, they broke intergenerational family ties to reconstitute a voluntary community of peers. The new migrants organized around city of origin flourished in Los Angeles, as did a smaller number in Chicago. An estimated 17 percent of the migrants to Los Angeles attracted a disproportionate number of Jews, although its Jewish population consisted of a sizable contingent of “snowbirds.” In contrast, Jews moving to Los Angeles knew that they had left the old neighborhood behind; few sought to replicate the residential strategies of Chicago or New York. When the newcomers arrived in Los Angeles they settled in newly developing sections of the city, especially on the west side and in the San Fernando Valley. Although significant concentrations of Jews appeared in the Wilshire-Fairfax, Beverly-Fairfax, Beverly Hills and Westwood districts, these sections, with the possible exception of Fairfax, did not resemble eastern and midwestern urban neighborhoods. The intensity of public urban life characteristic of eastern and midwestern cities faded under the California sunshine. Yet an awareness of ethnicity persisted. Growing up in Beverly Hills, one knew that it wasn’t 100 percent Jewish, “but it felt like it was,” a resident recalled. The big ethnic distinctions were culinary. “All of my Jewish friends ate rye bread with mustard and there was one non-Jewish boy in the group that I went around with and he used mayonnaise on white bread, and we used to call him ‘mayo.’” The urban character of Los Angeles also muted distinctions between city and suburb, though residents recognized a difference in cultural style between city Jews and valley Jews. One resident who grew up in Los Angeles during the 1950s never understood what a suburb was until she traveled east to settle in Minneapolis. The migrants reversed the perception, thinking that all of Los Angeles was one big suburb.

A Community of Strangers

Despite their differences in age, motivation for leaving the familiar and their diverse residential strategies, the migrants turned to peer group organization to forge the rudimentary bonds of community. Like the immigrants, they broke intergenerational family ties to reconstitute a voluntary community of peers. The new migrants similarly relied upon shared memories of the past or common values to unite them. Unlike the immigrants, the newcomers to Los Angeles and Miami did not convert their impulse to peer group solidarity into social welfare and mutual aid. The new landsmanshaftn remained essentially centers of secular ethnic sociability, anchoring their members in unfamiliar urban territory through nostalgic evocations of the well-known world that had been abandoned. By 1950, several dozen of these social clubs organized around city of origin flourished in Los Angeles, as did a smaller number in Miami. They held monthly meetings and hosted annual picnics. A few engaged in charitable endeavors. In 1947, the five hundred members of the Omaha Friendship Club of Los Angeles decided to raise money for a memorial to Henry Monsky, the recently deceased head of B’nai B’rith, who had lived in Omaha. But the clubs’ main purpose was social. Most of the Los Angeles clubs limited membership to adults aged twenty-one to thirty-five. Those who didn’t join could use the services
of the many introduction clubs that sprang up, but often it was preferable to touch base with fellow landslaid whose identity with "home" was linked to the neighborhood of their youth. New York City Jews, for example, formed high school alumni associations in Miami and Los Angeles that encouraged contact between former classmates of the Thomas Jefferson or Abraham Lincoln high schools in Brooklyn, or of the DeWitt Clinton or Morris high schools in the Bronx.

The migrants also swelled the ranks of the handful of established American Jewish organizations. By the early 1950s, the one B'nai B'rith group of 1945 in Miami had multiplied into twenty other lodges with a membership exceeding twenty-five hundred. Labor Zionists, General Zionists, Hadassah and the American Jewish Congress rapidly founded local chapters. Often, "even before a new apartment building is fully occupied," observed a Jewish communal worker, "there is already formed (with officers) a Men's Club, B'nai B'rith Lodge, Hadassah Chapter, etc." The newcomers' visible presence encouraged national organizations to refocus their activities. In 1952, the American Jewish Committee established a chapter in Miami and moved its southern headquarters from Atlanta to the new branch. Miami was rapidly becoming the Jews' new headquarters of the South. In Los Angeles, a similar process of recruitment added thousands to the membership rolls of national organizations already established in the city.

The burst of communal activity also affected religious life. In Miami, migrants joined the half-dozen established congregations—which offered special monthly or even weekly memberships to accommodate the "snowbirds"—while those who found the synagogues inconvenient, undesirable or inaccessible initiated new congregations. By 1947, there were twenty-four congregations in Miami, nineteen of them with rabbis. Given the still modest size of the Jewish population, these figures represent significant communal ferment. Los Angeles, with ten times the Jewish population, supported only seventy-three synagogues, or three times the number in Miami. The newcomers found few precedents impeding their efforts to introduce a wide array of communal activities and organizations. Rabbis could, and did, build congregations that became personal fiefdoms unconstrained by encrusted interests and thus held enormous potential for the Jewish community. The "snowbird" phenomenon, however, had a significant influence on Miami's communal development. Although it soon overshadowed Atlanta as the major Jewish city of the South, Miami attracted far fewer colonizers from New York than did Los Angeles. When local leaders tried to interest New York institutions in setting up branches in Miami, they more often encountered resistance. Irving Lehrman, rabbi of the Miami Beach Jewish Center (later Temple Emanu-El), grasped the high visibility potential of his synagogue for visitors and made arrangements to establish a branch of the Jewish Museum in the Center as early as 1950. "It will not only bring prestige to, and raise the cultural level of the community, but will afford an opportunity to the thousands of residents, as well as visitors, to see the vast storehouse of Jewish artifacts and learn more about our cultural heritage," he explained. But Lehrman's vision was rarely shared by eastern leaders. Instead, Miami Beach became the campaign capital for national Jewish fund-raising.

Despite its size and diversity, the Jewish community was now free to be Jewish in a new way. "imposition," writes the sociologist Nettie Lee Blaisdell, "behind migration reinforced the principle of Jewish self-determination in the community. As a result, Jewish culture was able to flourish in its own environment largely to a middle range of Jewish self-identification," writes the sociologist Nettie Lee Blaisdell, "behind migration reinforced the principle of Jewish self-determination in the community. As a result, Jewish culture was able to flourish in its own environment largely to a middle range of Jewish self-identification."70 In the new urban milieu, Jewish self-identification was now free to be Jewish in a new way. For the first time in American history, a Jewish community was able to develop its own institutions and programs without the constraints of traditional Jewish life. The "snowbird" phenomenon, however, had a significant influence on Miami's communal development. Although it soon overshadowed Atlanta as the major Jewish city of the South, Miami attracted far fewer colonizers from New York than did Los Angeles. When local leaders tried to interest New York institutions in setting up branches in Miami, they more often encountered resistance. Irving Lehrman, rabbi of the Miami Beach Jewish Center (later Temple Emanu-El), grasped the high visibility potential of his synagogue for visitors and made arrangements to establish a branch of the Jewish Museum in the Center as early as 1950. "It will not only bring prestige to, and raise the cultural level of the community, but will afford an opportunity to the thousands of residents, as well as visitors, to see the vast storehouse of Jewish artifacts and learn more about our cultural heritage," he explained. But Lehrman's vision was rarely shared by eastern leaders. Instead, Miami Beach became the campaign capital for national Jewish fund-raising.

The "snowbird" phenomenon, however, had a significant influence on Miami's communal development. Although it soon overshadowed Atlanta as the major Jewish city of the South, Miami attracted far fewer colonizers from New York than did Los Angeles. When local leaders tried to interest New York institutions in setting up branches in Miami, they more often encountered resistance. Irving Lehrman, rabbi of the Miami Beach Jewish Center (later Temple Emanu-El), grasped the high visibility potential of his synagogue for visitors and made arrangements to establish a branch of the Jewish Museum in the Center as early as 1950. "It will not only bring prestige to, and raise the cultural level of the community, but will afford an opportunity to the thousands of residents, as well as visitors, to see the vast storehouse of Jewish artifacts and learn more about our cultural heritage," he explained. But Lehrman's vision was rarely shared by eastern leaders. Instead, Miami Beach became the campaign capital for national Jewish fund-raising.
Despite its size and diversity, the Los Angeles Jewish community lacked entrenched interests and thus held enormous potential, especially for an elite of ideologically committed easterners. They came to the Southland after the war to establish branches of their institutions and solicit support among Hollywood's moguls. In a brief five-year period after the war, these committed individuals transplanted an institutional range of ideological diversity that had developed in the East. When the American Jewish Committee sent its field-worker for the West to Los Angeles to start a branch in 1945, he emphasized the unique Committee ideology to overcome the reluctance of older residents to join the organization.65 Four years later, a young communal worker arrived in Los Angeles and dreamed "the vision of establishing a '92nd Street Y of the West'" in the new Westside Jewish Community Center.66 In 1946, Moshe Davis, a young professor of American Jewish history at the Jewish Theological Seminary, arrived in Los Angeles to recruit supporters for a new branch of the Seminary, the University of Judaism.67 As Simon Greenberg, the university's first president, recalled, "We had to overcome the feeling on the West Coast that here was a new community. Why did it have to import the divisions (Orthodox, Conservative, Reform) of the East Coast? Why can't we have one school for the Jews of the West Coast?"68 Eastern leaders' ability to colonize Los Angeles Jews successfully obviated the need to answer such questions. Of course, not all efforts to transplant ideological institutions succeeded.69 Los Angeles provided a receptive environment largely to a middle range of organizations in the immediate postwar decade. Their success established the foundation for subsequent colonizing efforts.70

In the new urban milieu, Jewish self-perceptions gradually changed. "Jews are now free to be Jewish in a new way as an act of personal choice rather than imposition," writes the sociologist Neil Sandberg.71 The self-selection that lay behind migration reinforced the principle of personal choice of identity. As the Los Angeles lawyer and communal leader Howard Friedman explained, Jews felt able to innovate, experiment, indulge, in short, "to cultivate ourselves ... in a context of complete freedom."72 However, according to Moses Rischin, a historian of Jewish immigrants in New York City, the Jewish way of life in Los Angeles was problematic. "Post-Judaic" and "post-secular," he wrote, the life-style was "remote even from an earlier sub-culture of Jewishness" and sustained neither by traditional religious patterns nor by a vigorous secular ethnicity.73 Others rejoiced in the absence of traditions. According to Charles Brown, the head of the Jewish Community Council in 1952, "here [in Los Angeles] there are no vested interests, here there are no sacred cows, here there is no cold hand of the past. There is an opportunity to develop new forms of Jewish communal living geared in a realistic fashion to the actual needs of the Jewish community."74 These new forms included such eclectic institutions as the Brandeis Camp Institute, pioneered by Shlomo Bardin. Constrained neither by traditions nor by vested interests, Bardin orchestrated moments of Jewish solidarity designed especially to appeal to a community of strangers, recruiting both old-timers and newcomers for weekend celebrations/explorations of the Sabbath that often inspired the participants to incorporate elements of Jewish study and observance in their lives. The heart of Bardin's
program, however, was a month-long innovative leadership training program that raised the Jewish consciousness of the college youth who attended.\textsuperscript{75}

Outsiders to the dominant Protestant communities of Los Angeles and Miami, Jewish newcomers introduced additional ethnic diversity to their new homes. Rabbi Edgar Magnin, a fixture of the Los Angeles Jewish scene for decades as the leader of the Wilshire Boulevard Temple, the most prestigious Reform congregation in the city, deplored the new ethnicity introduced by the newcomers in an interview conducted in 1978. "This is a different ballgame today—you’ve got another Brooklyn here. When I came here, it was Los Angeles. Now it’s a Brooklyn."\textsuperscript{76} Magnin exaggerated, of course, but other native-born Californian Jews also expressed unease at the changes introduced (mainly in the 1950s) by the newcomers.\textsuperscript{77} Often identifying themselves as white ethnics, despite the absence of other such comparable groups as Italians, some migrants used religious symbols to define their collective identity. Foremost among these symbols was Israel: Zion, homeland, state. The migrants' support for the establishment of the state and their subsequent identification with Israel as the vehicle of Jewish idealism helped to make sentimentally Zionist the collective glue uniting American Jews.\textsuperscript{78} Their numbers overwhelmed the pockets of anti-Zionist commitment among the old-timers, while the attacks on Communists inspired by McCarthy undermined the organizational viability of the internationalist radicals.

Jewish migrants selected themselves to move to Sunbelt cities—to take advantage of the economic opportunities, to bask in the balmy weather and to escape from the constraining intergenerational intimacies of parents and kinfolk. In the process they elevated the principle of self-selection that initially had guided them as migrants into the grounds for collective action. Thus they influenced the character of American Jewish life by creating new patterns of Jewish communal life that upheld the centrality of the consenting individual. Long before converts to Judaism adopted the label "Jews by choice," newcomers to the Sunbelt cities had transformed Jewishness into a matter of one’s choosing. The migrants posited a Jewishness rooted in the future, in peer group sociability, in common values and in personal choice, all linked to powerful but distant surrogates—the old home that had disappeared and the Jewish state of Israel that rose like a phoenix on the ashes of the Holocaust. The newcomers created a loosely knit community that supported these possibilities, that allowed for eclectic Jewish styles and symbols of ethnicity, that represented continuity with an American past and politics—the two public arenas that define the ethnic identity of Miami and Los Angeles. The migrants' support for the establishment of the state and their subsequent support for the state have overwhelmed the pockets of anti-Zionist commitment among the old-timers, while the attacks on Communists inspired by McCarthy undermined the organizational viability of the internationalist radicals.

In the past, Jewishness was absorbed by young people as they grew up in Jewish community and family environments," argues Sandberg. "No parental decision was involved in the creation of a sense of Jewish identification in the young person's growing identity and self-image. They were immersed in a culture where Jewish language, behavior, and symbolism developed as automatic responses. . . . Today," he concludes, referring specifically to Los Angeles, "most Jews have grown up without the support of such a community."\textsuperscript{79} Under the bright sunshine of Miami and Los Angeles, Jewishness gradually lost its ineluctability. If Jewishness was "not a matter of natural inheritance," then an individual Jew had to develop a number of interlocking networks to sustain a Jewish identity that meant more than self-definition. In Los Angeles, such networks emerged primarily within occupa-
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native-born Californian Jews also emerged primarily within occupa-

tions and politics. In the postwar period, a majority of Los Angeles Jews shared their workplace largely with other Jews. Political lobbying for Israel also served to define the ethnic identity of Miami and Los Angeles Jews. Ironically, work and politics—the two public arenas that originally generated most intra-Jewish conflict—now provided a sense of shared Jewishness for the migrants. For decades Jewish workers had fought Jewish bosses over the conditions of the workplace, and the scars of the past’s bitter political battles among Jews had only begun to heal. Yet in the new golden land, work and politics became sources of ethnic continuity helping to define the collective parameters of Jewishness.

In many ways, the Jewish worlds of Los Angeles and Miami and other Sunbelt cities can be seen as the offspring of the large urban Jewish settlements of New York, Chicago, Philadelphia and Boston, and of the more modest communities of such cities as Omaha, Milwaukee, Cleveland and Detroit. As Jewish New York, Chicago and Philadelphia represent continuity with a European past because they were created by immigrants from the cities and towns of Eastern Europe, so Jewish Miami and Los Angeles are creations of the midwestern and northeastern cities, representing continuity with an American past. American Jews produced in the postwar era a second generation of cities, offspring of the first generation. It was, perhaps, a very American thing to send off the sons and daughters—and even the grandfathers and grandmothers—to colonize the new golden land, to build cities, to plant congregations, to forge symbolic bonds of ethnic identity. Borrowing from America’s Puritan past, one might see these internal migrations as American Jews’ own errand into the wilderness.
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